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Abstract. Recent observations suggest that the cosmological equation-of-state parameter w is
close to−1. To say this is to imply thatw could be slightly less than−1, which leads to R.Caldwell’s
\phantom cosmologies". These often have the property that they end in a \Big Smash", a nal
singularity in which the Universe is destroyed in a nite proper time by excessive expansion. We
show that, classically, this fate is not inevitable: there exist Smash-free phantom cosmologies,
obtained by a suitable perturbation of the deSitter equation of state, in which the spacetime
is in fact asymptotically deSitter. We also argue, however, that the physical interpretation of
these classically acceptable spacetimes is radically altered by \holography", as manifested in the
dS/CFT correspondence. With this new interpretation, Smash-free phantom cosmology is no
longer observationally acceptable. That is, dS/CFT suggests that observations conrming w < −1
may mean that we are headed for a Big Smash. The argument exploits recent speculations on \time
as an inverse renormalization group flow", which indicate that the bulk is eectively disconnected,
like the spacelike boundary.
1. INTRODUCTION
Many of the extraordinary features of Anti-deSitter space, including its celebrated \holo-
graphic" properties [1], are related to the fact that it violates the Dominant Energy Condition
(DEC), which requires the cosmological density and pressure to satisfy
  jpj: (1)
In a spacetime which violates this condition, the vanishing of the stress-energy-momentum tensor
T on a closed achronal set S does not imply that it must vanish in the domain of dependence of
S, even if T is divergenceless everywhere; in a sense, particles can move \faster than light" in such
a spacetime, though of course this statement must be interpreted carefully [2].
deSitter space, by contrast, does satisfy the DEC − but only barely: we have exact equality
in (1). When we speak of perturbing deSitter space to obtain asymptotically deSitter spacetimes [3],
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therefore, we must expect to encounter many positive-density cosmologies with negative pressures
below −, just as there will be others with pressure above −. In particular, one would expect, in
view of the similarity to Anti-deSitter space, that asymptotically deSitter spacetimes which violate
the DEC might play a special role in the dS/CFT correspondence [4][5][3][6][7][8]. Ultimately we
might hope, for example, that DEC-violating asymptotically deSitter spacetimes, which in some
cases permit communication with the region beyond the cosmological horizon, could allow progress
in dealing with the problems raised by horizons in string theory [9][10]. Obviously, then, we must
understand the theoretical aspects of these cosmologies even if the simplest models are not realistic.
Although there have been suggestions [11] that w, the equation-of-state parameter dened
by
p = w; (2)
might presently be slightly larger than −1, the current data [12][13] still seem to favour a central
value of −1. That is, observationally, there is no reason to favour values above −1 over values
below −1. Dark energy with positive density and pressure below − (that is, dark energy which
violates the DEC in the manner of a small perturbation away from deSitter space) was called
phantom energy in [14], where the observational aspects are reviewed. The conclusion of [14] was
that phantom energy is not at variance with the data: \phantom cosmology" could well be realistic.
The particular phantom cosmology constructed in [14] does, however, have a very strange
property: it is not asymptotically deSitter, no matter how close w may be to −1. If we assume
that phantom energy comes to dominate after a matter-dominated period ends at t = tm, then in
the model of [14] we have





where a(t) is the usual FRW scale factor, where w is assumed to be constant, and where the spatial





so this universe is not asymptotically deSitter; it comes to an end. But this is not a \Big Crunch"
− the Universe is destroyed not by excessive contraction but rather by excessive expansion. Nev-
ertheless, as the universe evolves towards this strange disaster, its density must increase, since this





a=a = 0: (5)
Indeed, in the model of [14], the constancy of w allows equation (5) to be integrated to yield
 = K[−w + (1 + w)( t
tm
)]−2; (6)
where K is a positive constant, so  too diverges as the time given by (4) is approached. Thus
the nal state is singular, with \innite" density and pressure, despite the fact that the universe
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expands more and more rapidly. Instead of suering a \crunch", the universe is \smashed", yet
this smashing is no less singular than a crunch. Let us speak of a \Big Smash" cosmology.
It is evidently a matter of urgent cosmic concern to determine whether the Big Smash is a
generic aspect of phantom cosmology. It is usually felt that classical singularities can be tolerated
only to the extent that one can hold out hope of their being resolved quantum-mechanically, when
the universe is very small. The Big Smash, however, seems to oer no such hope, unless perhaps one
were to treat it as a \T-dual" conguration to a Big Bang. Rather than pursue that speculation,
we shall show that the Big Smash is in any case not generic in phantom cosmology by explicitly
constructing a continuously parametrised family of asymptotically deSitter spacetimes containing
phantom energy. These \Smash-free" cosmologies can actually be quite reasonable; in some ways
they are more attractive than deSitter space itself. However, it is not our objective here to try
to construct a completely realistic cosmological model: the point, rather, is to show that there
exist phantom cosmologies which are, classically, no more badly behaved than deSitter space. We
are then in a position to ask: what does \holography", particularly in the guise of the dS/CFT
correspondence, tell us about these cosmologies? Are they as reasonable quantum mechanically as
they are classically?
We argue that the answer is denitely negative: holography drastically changes the physical
interpretation of Smash-free phantom cosmologies, and the change is in the direction of decreased
physical plausibility. The argument is conceptually simple. As was emphasised in [15] and [16],
the Euclidean formulation of holographic theories cannot easily accommodate boundaries which are
topologically disconnected. This is a basic principle of holography, since a disconnected boundary
inhabited by two or more completely independent eld theories would undermine the very idea
that the connected bulk gives a complete account of the boundary. To see this, imagine varying
the parameters of one boundary theory but not those of the others. Does the bulk theory change?
A disconnected boundary may be tolerable in a Lorentzian theory, since there may be a causal re-
lationship between the boundary components (or since an event horizon may eectively disconnect
the bulk, as in the asymptotically Anti-deSitter version of the Kruskal-Szekeres spacetime [17]),
but this does not apply to the Euclidean version. In fact, there are powerful theorems [16][18][19]
which, under precise conditions which must be carefully veried, actually forbid the boundary to
be disconnected in the Euclidean case, unless, of course, the bulk is also disconnected. (Subse-
quent developments, particularly Maldacena’s [17] analysis of the holography of black holes, have
shown that there can perhaps be exceptions to this rule in very specic circumstances, namely
if the independent boundary theories are \entangled" quantum-mechanically, since the entangled
state is prepared using a Hartle-Hawking construction which may disconnect the boundary of the
Euclidean part of the space. This kind of exception is readily recognised, however, and it does not
arise here.) The Smash-free phantom cosmologies actually have Euclidean versions which violate
precisely one condition of the relevant theorem, and they all have Euclidean versions with discon-
nected boundaries. They are therefore directly contradictory to holography, unless the bulk can in
some way be regarded as an eectively disconnected space.
Section 2 presents the Smash-free phantom cosmologies. They are deduced, in a very
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straightforward way, from a physically motivated modication of the equation of state. Section
3 gives a brief analysis of the circumstances under which disconnected holographic boundaries
might and might not be tolerable. We discuss the cosmologies presented in Section 2 in this light.
Section 4 proposes an analysis of this situation using the recent speculations of Strominger [20]
and of Balasubramanian et al [21] on \time as an inverse renormalization flow". We propose
that \time flows the wrong way" in an expanding Smash-free phantom cosmology, and that this
eectively disconnects the bulk. This resolves the conflict with holography, at the cost of producing
a cosmology in which the Universe necessarily contracts. We conclude that, according to the
dS/CFT correspondence, any evidence in favour of w < −1 would indicate that we are probably
heading for a Big Smash.
2. SMASH-FREE PHANTOM COSMOLOGY
We have seen that the simplest phantom cosmologies destroy the Universe in a singularity
which is even more extravagant and bizarre than the Big Crunch, namely in a Big Smash. We
shall now show how to construct phantom cosmologies with no Big Smash. These are in fact
asymptotically deSitter, in the sense that they are indistinguishable from deSitter space at very
late [and very early] times. We shall think of them as being generated by the introduction of some
kind of (necessarily rather exotic) matter into a background with a positive cosmological constant.
Ideally, one would analyse this exotic matter in terms of string or M theory, but, as is notorious, we
do not fully understand how to obtain deSitter space itself from those theories; still less do we know
what manner of perturbations, to be interpreted cosmologically as exotic matter, those theories can
generate around a deSitter-like background. In [14], phantom energy is represented by reversing
the sign of the kinetic term in a quintessence action. There are hints that this might indeed be
motivated by string theory, as for example in Hull’s [22] approach to embedding deSitter space
in M-theory (where kinetic terms with the \wrong" sign arise), but there are obvious diculties
with such an approach. Fortunately it is possible to proceed on the basis of much less radical
assumptions.
The \conservation" equation (5) may be written as
d
da
= −3(+ p)=a; (7)
and so we see that, in every phantom cosmology,  must increase with a(t). Thus, the only way to
avoid a Big Smash (and obtain an asymptotically deSitter geometry) is to arrange for  to approach
3=8L2, its asymptotic deSitter value (where 1=L2 is the constant positive sectional curvature of





where S(a) is a positive function which decreases monotonically to zero as a(t) tends to innity.
Physically, equation (8) means that asymptotically deSitter phantom cosmologies are necessarily
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obtained by introducing matter with a negative energy density into a deSitter-like background.
Now in fact there is good reason to believe that string theory at least tolerates exotic matter of
precisely this kind. For string theory works spectacularly well [1] on Anti-deSitter backgrounds,
and Anti-deSitter space is nothing but a spacetime dominated by matter with negative energy
density and positive pressure. It is therefore entirely reasonable to suppose that string theory on
deSitter space, if we can get it to work at all, can and will perturb deSitter space in the manner of
an eective matter eld  (which might be called \Anti-deSitter energy") satisfying equation (2)
with a negative  and a positive p (and thus a negative w, which, for simplicity, we take to be
constant). The total pressure is now
p = pdS + p
= −dS + w
= w− 3(1 + w)8L2 ; (9)
where , given by (8), is the total density. Thus equation (9) is the appropriate form of the equation
of state in asymptotically deSitter phantom cosmology. It can be written as in equation (2), with
w < −1, but then w will not be a constant. This is crucial: it is only with a non-constant w that
a Big Smash can be averted.
Now since  + p < 0 in phantom cosmology, and since  + p =  + p; it follows that
 + p has to be negative; hence, in view of the fact that  is negative and p is positive, we
must have −1 < w, as with ordinary quintessence [23][24]. Indeed, a toy model for Anti-deSitter
quintessence is obtained by simply reversing the overall sign of the action for a quintessence with
an exponential potential. (The exponential potential ensures (see for example [25] and references)
that w is constant.) The density will become negative, while the pressure becomes positive if w
is negative; but, as in all quintessence models, w has to satisfy −1 < w. (We mention this not
because we propose to use such a eld here, but to remind the reader of the usual bounds on w
− and also to counteract the notion that phantom cosmology necessarily involves matter obeying
a highly unconventional equation of motion. Everything in the sequel follows from equation (9),
independently of the precise details of the underlying matter.)
In order to keep track of the signs, and for later convenience, we introduce a constant
parameter γ dened by
γ = 3(1 + w): (10)
The bounds on w are then expressed by
0 < γ < 3; (11)









Substituting (8) into (12), we obtain










+ p = −γ
3
S(a): (14)
Since, as we shall soon nd, the maximum possible value of S(a) (for all γ) is 3=8L2, it follows
that the minimum value of  + p is −γ=8L2, and so we see that the parameter γ measures the
extent to which the DEC is violated. We shall therefore normally think of γ as a small number,
since we do not wish to violate the DEC too flagrantly.
We claim that (12), unlike (2), can lead to an asymptotically deSitter FRW metric. We shall
assume that the spatial sections are exactly flat and compact. Apart from the well-known observa-
tional evidence in favour of flatness, there are theoretical motivations connected with holography,
as we shall discuss later. These considerations also motivate the requirement of compactness,
though of course non-trivial spatial cosmology is also of observational interest. To be specic,
we shall take the spatial sections to be cubic tori of minimum circumference 2A, where A is a
constant. Taking a(t) to be the scale factor, and parametrising the torus by angles, we therefore
have a metric of the general form
−dt⊗ dt+ a(t)2A2(d1 ⊗ d1 + d2 ⊗ d2 + d3 ⊗ d3): (15)





S =  a−γ ; (17)
where  is a positive constant. Now if we are to obtain an asymptotically deSitter cosmology, that
is, one which contracts in the past and expands in the future, there must be a time − let us take
it, as in deSitter space itself, to be t = 0 − when the time derivative of a(t) is momentarily zero.
The Einstein equation for FRW models with flat spatial sections is simply
3 _a2=a2 = 8; (18)
and so we see that  must be zero at t = 0. Comparing (17) with (8) and noting that (by denition



























so we have a family of spacetimes parametrised by γ and A:





(d1 ⊗ d1 + d2 ⊗ d2 + d3 ⊗ d3): (22)
We shall refer to this spacetime as Ph(γ;A), the phantom spacetime with parameters γ and A.
All of the Ph(γ;A) \tend to the deSitter metric", in its flat slicing, in the following precise sense:
for all γ, we nd that if we put x = 2−(
2
γ )A1, y = 2−(
2
γ )A2, z = 2−(
2
γ )A3, then for large t the
metrics all tend to
g(dS4; future) = −dt⊗ dt+ e 2tL (dx⊗ dx+ dy ⊗ dy + dz ⊗ dz); (23)
that is, the metric of the \future triangle" of deSitter space, in the flat slicing. Note carefully that
we obtain this precise agreement because we assumed that the spatial sections of our phantom
cosmology should be flat. (The fact that x, y, and z have nite ranges is observationally irrelevant at
very late times, because eventually a cosmological horizon will conceal the periodic identications;
see below.)
To see that the metrics (22) are all distinct from each other (and from deSitter space), we












note that 12=L2 is the scalar curvature of deSitter space, the asymptotic value. The ratio of the
minimum scalar curvature to the scalar curvature of deSitter space is then
R(g(γ;A))min=R(dS4) = γ=4; (25)
which reveals the geometric signicance of γ, and which shows that all of our solutions are indeed
distinct from each other and from deSitter space.
Returning to (22), note that the graph of cosh(
2
γ ) ( γt
2L

has the same general shape as that
of cosh(t=L), so the qualitative features of our cosmologies resemble those of deSitter space, in its
full global form:





d⊗ d+ sin2()(d⊗ d + sin2()d⊗ d) : (26)
That is, it contracts from \innity" in the past to a minimum size , and then expands out again
to an \innite" future. There are two principal dierences, however. First, in the deSitter case,
the minimum size of the Universe is determined by L, that is, by the deSitter radius; in our case,
by contrast, the minimum size is determined by A, and so can be prescribed independently of L.
Second, if γ is small, then the graph of cosh(
2
γ ) ( γt
2L

is much flatter than that of cosh(t=L), so the
Universe contracts to its minimum size, and expands away from it, much more slowly than in the
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deSitter case; the deSitter rate of acceleration, 1=L2, only takes over at a very late (or very early)












The Penrose diagram is therefore a rectangle with width determined by A and height determined













γ−1)( )d ; (28)
where the variable has been changed to make it clear that the integral converges. This quantity
actually increases as γ becomes smaller. For any given value of A, we can, by making γ small
enough, produce a Penrose diagram which is \tall and thin".
Although it is not our objective here to construct a fully realistic cosmological model − to
do that, one would of course have to add more conventional matter to the spacetime− it is worth
noticing that Ph(γ;A) actually has some interesting and agreeable properties. By taking A to be
small, one can produce a Universe which in the past was as small as one might wish, but non-
singular ; but then by taking γ suciently small, so that the Penrose diagram is \tall and thin",
one can do away with particle horizons and so solve the horizon problem. (As is well known, a
single inertial observer can exchange information with only half of the inertial observers in deSitter
space (corresponding to the \northern (or southern) diamond" in the conformal diagram); but
here such an observer can interact with the entire Universe.) Now of course this kind of advantage
arises in many cosmologies with flat, compact spatial sections, but the problem is that, in the usual
non-phantom cosmologies, such non-trivial spatial topology has a denite signature, which has not
been observed in the flat case [26]. However, the novelty here is that, as in any asymptotically
deSitter cosmology, a future horizon will eventually appear as the cosmic acceleration increases,
so ultimately the edge of the fundamental domain will be swept away beyond the horizon; the
direct observational evidence for the fact that space is nite is thus concealed; the spacetime is
observationally indistinguishable from the future triangle of deSitter space, with metric given by
equation (23). One can have one’s topologically non-trivial cake and eat it.
To summarize: using the equation of state (9) or (12), we have found very simple phantom
cosmologies with no Big Smash. The space-time geometry resembles a version of global deSitter
space (but with flat compact spatial sections) which has been stretched in the time direction and
narrowed in the spatial directions. The Universe contracts from \innity" very much like deSitter
space, but as it becomes small it \goes into hibernation", solving the horizon problem, as it slowly
evolves through its minimum size; eventually the expansion picks up pace, and at late times the
structure is indistinguishable from that of deSitter space. As with deSitter space, the conformal
boundary consists of two disconnected pieces − two tori instead of two spheres. That is in fact
the main reason for our interest in these spacetimes: they allow us to investigate concrete, exact
examples of connected cosmological \bulks" with two boundaries. At this point, however, we
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conclude that we have found phantom cosmological models which are at least as acceptable as
deSitter space; or so it seems.
3. CONNECTEDNESS OF THE BOUNDARY IN HOLOGRAPHY
The basic idea of holography, as embodied in the AdS/CFT correspondence, is that a bulk
gravitational theory is entirely equivalent to a boundary (conformal) eld theory. An immediate
fundamental objection to this idea, raised already in [15], is that a connected, compact manifold-
with-boundary can easily have a disconnected boundary. This obviously militates against any
kind of one-to-one correspondence; worse, it is not entirely clear how holography can be internally
consistent in such cases, since the boundary theories (dened on timelike conformal boundaries)
are typically decoupled from one point of view, yet coupled from the other.
A possible resolution of this problem was proposed in [15] and conrmed in [27], where it
was shown that, under certain conditions, disconnected boundary components of an asymptotically
AdS spacetime are necessarily concealed from each other by an event horizon. Thus, the boundary
theories are decoupled from both points of view. A useful way of putting this is to say that, while
the bulk in this case is connected in the usual topological sense, it is eectively disconnected from a
physical point of view. The deep signicance of this issue is illustrated by the analysis of [17], where
black hole singularities are studied by means of independent yet entangled conformal eld theories
on a disconnected boundary. In accordance with [27], the bulk is eectively disconnected by an
event horizon, so the conformal eld theories are indeed independent; but their entanglement is due
to the fact that they are dened on dierent asymptotic regions of the same black hole singularity.
The distinction between topological connectedness and eective disconnectedness clearly lies at the
heart of this situation.
When we turn to the dS/CFT correspondence, similar issues arise, sharpened by the fact
that (unlike Anti-deSitter space) the deSitter spacetime already has a disconnected conformal
boundary. The resolution here is dierent, but in the same spirit: given a point on the sphere
at past innity, there is a null curve connecting it to the antipodal point at future innity. The
past-future correlators are then non-trivial [3],[6]; the two boundary components are far from being
independent. Instead of nding that the bulk is eectively disconnected, we nd that the boundary
is eectively connected − and again the one-to-one bulk/boundary correspondence is maintained.
To summarize thus far: topologically disconnected conformal boundaries are, in the Lorentzian
case, compatible with holography provided that either the bulk is eectively disconnected or the
boundary is eectively connected. A very deep illustration of this philosophy is provided by an
example which at rst sight appears to contradict it, namely the Karch-Randall [28][29] theory.
This is a brane-world theory, in which an AdS4 brane is embedded in AdS5 through the foliation
of the latter by the former: the AdS5 metric may be written unconventionally as





The brane, at z = z0, cuts o AdS5, and so the bulk (the remaining part of AdS5) seems to have
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\two boundaries" [17][30], namely B1, the brane itself, and B2, the portion of the AdS5 boundary
that has not been discarded. However, the full boundary of this bulk also includes the boundary of
B1, which is also the boundary of B2. (This corresponds to the large dots in Figure 6 of [28].) This
extra piece plays a crucial role in the physics: for AdS/CFT tells us how B2 accounts for the bulk,
and it should also tell us how the brane boundary accounts for the brane physics; the fact that
the brane boundary is also the boundary of B2 must be related to the Du-Liu complementarity
[31][30]. At any rate, when we assemble all three components of the boundary, we nd that it
is connected; this is clear from Figure 6 of [28]. This is in agreement with the above arguments,
since B1 and B2 can communicate through the bulk. (Notice that equation (29) does give the
impression that the boundary of AdS5 is disconnected, with one component at z = 1 and the
other at z = −1, but this is incorrect, of course; we have to bear in mind that, in this case, the
slices are themselves innitely large and reach out to the boundary.)
Euclidean methods have been extremely successful [32] in the study of AdS/CFT, and it
is natural to ask how the above arguments translate into this language. The absence of causality
eliminates the distinction between actual and eective connectedness, and so the arguments against
disconnected boundaries become all the more pointed. Exceptions must be well justied.
In [17], as was mentioned above, an asymptotically AdS Kruskal-Szekeres spacetime is
described holographically by two identical but non-interacting CFTs on the two components of
the conformal boundary, in a particular entangled state which is prepared using the well-known
Hartle-Hawking construction. That is, the Lorentzian and Euclidean versions of the manifold are
each \halved" and then one Lorentzian half is joined to the \top" of a Euclidean half. The full
Euclidean black hole space has a connected boundary, but the half used here does not. However, the
very fact that we are preparing an entangled state means that the arguments against disconnected
boundaries are very much less persuasive here. Note that the Euclidean part of the space is
not geodesically complete, so an easy way of excluding this kind of situation is to concentrate
on complete Euclidean spacetimes; and so, henceforth, we shall take it that the strictures on
disconnected boundaries apply only to complete spaces. Of course this immediately prompts the
question: how exactly do we give a physical interpretation of complete Euclidean manifolds with
disconnected conformal boundaries? The answer is best given in terms of concrete examples, which
will be supplied by our Smash-free phantom cosmologies.
In Euclideanizing asymptotically deSitter spacetimes, we have to be aware that they dier
very signicantly from asymptotically Anti-deSitter spacetimes. Traditionally, Euclideanization is
performed by \complexifying" time. Of course, this greatly modies the geometry in the time
direction, while leaving the spatial directions relatively unscathed − and this is undoubtedly one
reason why Euclidean methods work so well in AdS/CFT. For the boundary of AdS is at spatial
innity, so complexifying time does not disturb the structure of the spacetime too drastically from
the boundary point of view. Since, on the other hand, the deSitter boundary is at temporal innity,
it is clear that the traditional Euclideanization procedure will not be adequate for asymptotically
deSitter spaces. We need to Euclideanize in a way which changes space instead of time. That is,
instead of mapping the signature from ( − + + +) to ( + + + +), we map it to ( − − − −), leaving
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time unchanged and \complexifying" space [33]. This may seem odd, but it is of course a mere
matter of convention that Riemannian geometry employs positive rather than negative denite
metrics; though we must remember that a \negative sphere" has negative sectional curvature,
while a \negative hyperbolic space" has positive sectional curvature. Thus, the negative hyperbolic





= −L2[d⊗ d+ sinh2()(d⊗ d + sin2()d⊗ d)]: (30)


















Thus the negative Euclideanization of deSitter space is obtained simply by replacing the three-
spheres of sectional curvature +1=L2 by negative hyperbolic spaces, also of sectional curvature
+1=L2. As we intended, the characteristic deSitter \time geometry" (large in the past, con-
tracting to a minimum size, and then expanding out to innity) has been preserved by negative
Euclideanization. If we had complexied time, the result would have been a four-sphere, with no
boundary at all: the temporal innities would have been extirpated. That is desirable for some
purposes [34], but not if we want to study a bulk-boundary duality.
Now (32) seems to represent a negative Euclidean space with a conformal boundary in two
disconnected pieces, one at t = −1, and the other at t = +1. But this is where we must remember
the fact that negative Euclideanization modies the structure of the spatial directions rather than
the temporal direction. For now the \spatial" directions in (32) are innitely large, and they
reach out to the boundary. This has the crucial consequence that the two boundary components
bend around and touch. In fact, (32) is just the metric of −H4, foliated by negative hyperbolic
subspaces, −H3. That is, −H4 is the negative Euclideanization of dS4. (This is in agreement with
the fact that both dS4 and −H4 are spaces of positive curvature, +1=L2. Compare with equation
(29), and recall that the positive Euclideanization of AdSn is +Hn.) Picturing −H4 (which has
−S3 as its conformal boundary) as a disc, this foliation can be visualised by imagining \phases
of the moon". The slices all intersect at innity along that equator of the conformal boundary
which is transverse to the t axis, pictured as extending through the bulk from one pole to the
other. Then t = −1 is one half of the boundary, and t = +1 is the other − and we see at once
that, despite the appearance of (32), the boundary is connected. The eective connectedness of
the boundary of the Lorentzian version of deSitter space is reflected in the actual connectedness
of the boundary of its Euclidean version. (The reader will have noted the close analogy with our
discussion of the Karch-Randall theory, and indeed the latter may have much to teach us about
the dS/CFT correspondence.)
Of course we would like this happy agreement to persist when we turn to asymptotically de-
Sitter spacetimes. Now, as always, the statement that a spacetime is \asymptotically" the same as
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some given spacetime has two aspects, geometric and physical. Geometrically it is straightforward
to formulate a denition of the asymptotic deSitter condition, but this has to be supplemented by
a physical condition on the rate at which the metric in question approaches the deSitter metric.
Let us consider whether the Smash-free phantom metrics g(γ;A) satisfy all of these conditions.
That the Lorentzian geometry of Ph(γ;A) approaches dS4 geometry towards temporal
innity has already been discussed, so we concentrate on the (negative) Euclidean version. Recall
that dS4 itself becomes −H4 under negative Euclideanization, so we need a denition of what it
means for a negative Riemannian manifold to be asymptotically negative hyperbolic. Briefly, the
denition [33] is as follows. Let Wn+1 be a non-compact (n+ 1)-dimensional manifold which can
be regarded as the interior of a compact, connected manifold-with-boundary W
n+1
, and let Nn
be the boundary (which need not be connected). Let g−W be a smooth negative metric on Wn+1
such that there exists a smooth function F on W
n+1
with the following properties:
(i) F (x) = 0 if and only if x 2 Nn;
(ii) dF (x) 6= 0 for all x 2 Nn;
(iii) F 2g−W extends continuously to a negative metric on W
n+1
;
(iv) If jdF jF is the norm of dF with respect to the extended negative metric, then jdF jF ,
evaluated on Nn, must not depend on position there.
The rst three conditions ensure that the boundary is innitely far from any point in the interior.
So −Wn+1 (that is, Wn+1 endowed with g−W ) may be called an asymptotically negative hyperbolic
space; for all sectional curvatures along geodesics \tending to innity" approach a common positive
constant, the asymptotic sectional curvature, which is equal to the square of jdF jF , evaluated on
Nn. (Notice that it follows from this last fact that a non-compact flat Euclidean space cannot
have a conformal compactication. For the vanishing of the asymptotic sectional curvature would
imply that jdF jF = 0, and in (positive or negative) Euclidean geometry that would contradict part
(ii) of the denition.)
Now the Euclidean version of Ph(γ;A) is of course obtained by complexifying the spatial
coordinates in equation (22), which gives us simply





(d1 ⊗ d1 + d2 ⊗ d2 + d3 ⊗ d3): (33)
It is straightforward to verify that this metric, with t allowed to run from −1 to +1, is indeed
asymptotically negative hyperbolic; the asymptotic sectional curvature, computed by evaluating
the square of jdF jF , is just +1=L2, for all γ and A. However, it is essential here that 1, 2, and 3
should retain their angular interpretation; otherwise the slices would be non-compact flat spaces,
and, as we just saw, these do not have a conformal compactication in the Euclidean case. That
is, the slices continue to be tori.
Next, we turn to the physical aspect of the denition of \asymptotically deSitter". This
was considered in [6] and [8], where it was argued that the correct denition must be given in
terms of the deSitter version [21] of the Brown-York stress-tensor, as applied to the AdS/CFT
correspondence [35]: the eigenvalues must tend to nite values at innity. Hence we must verify
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this for Ph(γ;A). (In [33] it was suggested that this might not be correct for a particular example,
namely Ph(2; A) in our present notation; this is corrected by the calculation we are about to
present.)
According to [21] (see also [35]) the Brown-York tensor at future innity of a four-dimensional
spacetime with asymptotic Ricci tensor eigenvalues 3=L2 (which will be the case for any spacetime
with a negative Euclidean version which is asymptotically negative hyperbolic with asymptotic




[K − (K +
2
L
) − LG ] (34)
on a spacelike hypersurface and then taking time to innity. Here the indices run from 1 to 3, K
is the extrinsic curvature of the hypersurface, K is its trace, and G is the Einstein tensor of the
hypersurface. The analogous formula (without the Einstein tensor term) yields, for dS3 with the
spherical slicing [21],









The central charge of the corresponding CFT should be given by the limiting value of the quan-










which indeed gives the correct [6] value, 3L=2, when t is taken to innity [36]. Notice that the nal
value is approached from above; the Brown-York expression decreases to its asymptotic value as
time goes on. In any case, the fact that this calculation gives a reasonable answer does support the
contention that the Brown-York tensor is the correct measure of the stress-energy of the CFT at
innity; in which case, the requirement that it should be nite is a reasonable condition to attach
to the denition of an asymptotically deSitter spacetime.
For our purposes, however, we wish the spacelike hypersurfaces to be flat. With the flat
slicing, we obtain for dS4 the result [21]
T (dS4; flat slicing) = 0: (37)
That is, the Brown-York tensor vanishes even before we take the limit. For the metric of Ph(γ;A)











Thus we nd that the eigenvalues of the Brown-York tensor are all negative at any nite time, but
they all tend to zero as t tends to innity; this for all γ and A. We conclude that Ph(γ;A) is
indeed asymptotically deSitter, in every sense, for all γ and A. Hence, the dS/CFT correspondence
should make sense for these spacetimes. (Before moving on, we note that the \mass conjecture"
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of [21] suggests that the \mass" of any non-singular asymptotically deSitter spacetime (dened in
terms of the limit of the Brown-York tensor) should not exceed that of deSitter space, namely zero
in this case. The fact that (38) tends to zero is therefore consistent with the conjecture, since the
Smash-free cosmologies are completely non-singular; and perhaps the fact that zero is approached
from below might also be considered appropriate from that point of view. However, one must bear
in mind that the null energy condition, assumed in [37], is of course violated here.)
Now we saw in Section 2 that the Penrose diagram of Ph(γ;A) is of nite extent in conformal
time, with null curves connecting past innity to future innity. (If, as we are assuming, γ is small,
so that the diagram is \tall and thin", then a ray of light will be able to circumnavigate the (toral)
universe several times.) As in the case of deSitter space itself, therefore, the conformal boundary of
Ph(γ;A) is eectively connected. But now, when we examine equation (33) giving the Euclidean
version, we see that its conformal boundary is not connected: there is a torus at past innity, and
another at future innity. This is of course in sharp contrast to the case of deSitter space, the
Euclidean version of which has a connected conformal boundary. This is an interesting situation,
mathematically and physically.
Taking rst a mathematical standpoint, it is of course well known that Witten and Yau
[16] attempted to prove that such manifolds can be ruled out by imposing well-motivated con-
ditions on the boundary geometry. Their results have stimulated the growth of a new eld of
geometric analysis [18][19][38]. Most work on this subject assumes that the manifold is Einstein,
but Cai and Galloway [18] extended the main result to non-Einstein manifolds, while also sig-
nicantly weakening the condition on the boundary. Translated into the negative Riemannian
language we need here, their result may be stated as follows. Let −Wn+1 be a connected com-
plete (n+1)-dimensional asymptotically negative hyperbolic manifold with asymptotic sectional
curvature +1=L2. The eigenvalue functions of the (1; 1) version of the Ricci tensor,  , are then











for all  and that the negative conformal structure induced on any connected component of the
conformal boundary −Nn is represented by a (negative) metric of non-positive scalar curvature.
Then −Nn is connected. (Notice that the condition of completeness is essential here, so this
theorem cannot constrain the incomplete Euclidean spaces used in [17] to construct a Hartle-
Hawking state.) Now Ph(γ;A) is certainly connected, complete, and asymptotically negative
hyperbolic with asymptotic sectional curvature +1=L2. Furthermore, the (negative) conformal
structure induced on the boundary components is obviously represented by a metric of non-positive
scalar curvature − the flat metric on the torus. The Ricci tensor of the Euclidean metric (33) is


























where  and  run from 1 to 3. Clearly condition (40) will be satised, with n = 3, provided that
condition (11) is slightly strengthened to
0 < γ  2; (43)
which we shall assume henceforth (since we want γ to be very small in any case). So every condition
of the Witten-Yau-Cai-Galloway theorem is satised − except (39). Clearly a−1 plays the role of F
here, and (41),(42), and (43) conspire to ensure that (39) is not satised. This is how the Euclidean
version of Ph(γ;A) is able to have a disconnected conformal boundary: its Ricci eigenvalues do
not decay to the deSitter values suciently rapidly. However, it is not easy to see how to justify
any requirement that they should do so; we have already established that the Lorentzian version
satises the physical conditions for an asymptotically deSitter spacetime.
Physically, the disconnectedness of the conformal boundary of the Euclidean version of
Ph(γ;A) is telling us that the bulk of the Lorentzian version must in some sense be \eectively
disconnected". To understand this, we need to discuss the recently introduced idea [20][21] that
the \flow" of time is indeed related to the renormalization group flow of the boundary CFT.
4. TIME AS AN INVERSE RENORMALIZATION GROUP FLOW
It has often been observed that the present cosmic acceleration is very much like a slower
version of cosmic inflation. In the context of the dS/CFT correspondence, it is natural to ask what
this observation means from the CFT point of view. This question was raised in both [20] and
[21], and the conclusion was as follows. The Bekenstein-Hawking formula, applied to the deSitter
horizon, indicates that since the eective cosmological constant was larger in the (inflationary)
past, the number of degrees of freedom was small; so from the boundary CFT point of view, the
remote past corresponds to an infrared xed point. Similarly, the much slower cosmic acceleration
at the present time corresponds to a much larger number of degrees of freedom, and the remote
future presumably corresponds to an ultraviolet xed point. Since a renormalization group flow
is from the UV to the IR, one concludes that the passage of time is an inverse renormalization
group flow. This is a truly deep application of the dS/CFT correspondence, for it means that the
passing of time is a derived concept: ultimately it arises from the properties of a CFT which is
itself timeless. It follows that if the correspondence can be applied to a given spacetime, then the
direction of time flow is not freely prescribable, as it is in classical cosmology. The direction of
\time" flow is necessarily from the IR to the UV, that is, by the Bekenstein-Hawking formula, from
large values of jHj, where H is the Hubble parameter, to small.
There are however two subtleties here. First, as always in general relativity, when speaking
of \time", we must ask, \which time?" As is emphasized in [20], in order to use this argument
we must use a denition of bulk time such that evolution along this time induces a conformal
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transformation of the boundary, as does deSitter time in the case of the metric given by equation
(23). The above prescription can therefore only be used for spacetimes which closely resemble (23)
near a component of the boundary; such spacetimes should have flat spatial sections. We can in
such cases use the prescription to determine the direction of time flow near the boundary. The
idea then is to use the irreversibility of the renormalization group flow to extrapolate the result
into the bulk, thereby xing the direction of time flow far from the boundary.
The second objection to this approach, also raised in [20], is that we are assuming that the
boundary CFT behaves in the conventional way. However, the computation of conformal weights
corresponding to a scalar eld propagating in dS4 indicates [6] that the boundary CFT will only
be unitary if the mass of the scalar is no greater than 3=2L. Hence we cannot always be condent
that the CFT behaves in a reasonable way unless any scalar matter we introduce has a very small
mass, with a Compton wavelength about the size of the horizon.
In the case of Ph(γ;A), we saw in Section 2 that g(γ;A) does indeed resemble (23) at
large values of t. Furthermore, the \AdS matter" we are introducing in order to violate the DEC
can be a kind of quintessence, which is in fact just an extremely light scalar eld with a Compton
wavelength of order the size of the horizon [24]. It therefore seems safe to assume that the direction
of time flow in Ph(γ;A) can be determined by examining the behaviour of jHj at large values of








At large t, near the boundary, where g(γ;A) resembles the deSitter metric in its flat slicing, H(γ)
approaches 1=L, the deSitter value, from below as t increases. Near the boundary, therefore, the
time flow is away from the boundary, in the direction of decreasing t. Using the irreversibility of
the renormalization group flow, we conclude that this is also true deeper into the bulk. That is,
the classical interpretation of the spacetime is not valid: the Universe contracts from t = −1 to
t = 0, but it also contracts from t = +1 to t = 0. By symmetry, t = 0 must correspond to a
common UV xed point of the CFTs at t = −1 and t = +1. Nothing, therefore, can possibly
evolve through that point: for time ceases to flow there. Note, however, that t = 0 is not part of
any conformal boundary, since it is not innitely remote from points in either part of the bulk.
In reality, then, Ph(γ;A) is obtained by articially conjoining two copies of a contracting
cosmology along the surface where time ceases to flow. The bulk seemed to be connected when
we adopted the classical interpretation of time flow; but now that this has been corrected by the
dS/CFT correspondence, we see that it is in fact eectively disconnected, just as the Euclidean
version predicts. One copy of the contracting cosmology has one, connected conformal boundary,
as it should: the one-to-one bulk-boundary correspondence has been preserved. The price is high,
however: our phantom cosmology cannot describe our expanding Universe.
5. CONCLUSION
The fundamental observation of this work is that Anti-deSitter space violates the Dominant
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Energy Condition, and deSitter space is on the brink of violating it. Asymptotically deSitter
spacetimes therefore fall into two \equally large" classes: those which do not violate the DEC,
and those which do. We could choose to ignore the latter class, but that would be perilous both
observationally and theoretically. If we choose not to ignore it, the most natural way to model its
members in the context of string theory is to introduce DEC-violating \Anti-deSitter energy" into a
spacetime with a positive cosmological constant. The resulting \Smash-free" phantom cosmologies
were constructed by assuming, motivated by the observational evidence, that the spatial sections
are flat. They appear to be reasonable, but the Euclidean formulation suggests that all is not well
with them; and the methods of [20] and [21] conrm this. Our hopes of using them to attack the
horizon problem in string theory are therefore disappointed.
Negatively curved spatial sections are also forbidden by the dS/CFT correspondence. For
such a spacetime would induce at innity a conformal structure represented by a metric of negative
scalar curvature (positive in the \negative Euclidean" formulation), and it is well known that this
would cause instability both on the boundary and in the bulk [16]. Positively curved spatial sections










Thus we see that deSitter density in this case is already achieved at t = 0; hence it cannot increase
to that value as equation (7) requires. We conclude that FRW models of Smash-free phantom
cosmology are not viable. Other possibilities seem signicantly less natural. This represents a
concrete application of the dS/CFT correspondence.
To conclude, then: theoretical evidence in favour of the dS/CFT correspondence continues
to mount − see [39]-[43] for a sample of recent important developments. The results of the present
investigation suggest that believers had best hope that the observational evidence in favour of
w = −1 will not begin to point to still lower values. For such evidence might well indicate,
to us, that the eternal future paradise promised by deSitter will not be our reward: something
considerably more unpleasant, a Big Smash, may be our fate.
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